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"Ngw Prospects for the Profession"

- AACTE Conference

Houston, February 19, 1982

CI

k ' .

For more than
/

one half of the twentieth century positions were varied and abun-
\ .

dant in the teaching profession; and, the.teacher's future was secure in whatever dis-
. ..

. . . .
. .

cipline or -level was seletted. Within the past decade, however, thousands of quali-
.

.:. .

ied and experienced individuals who once-were teachers., or Are about to be "once were,"

have been forced to Search forAlew wads to put their talents to use: It.isnot hnpor-
,,, :,' .., "

1 _. .
. . . ,

tat to remindrtAeA that Oversupply shouldllave-bedn predictable and that
..

demands Will
... ,, _ . .

, ..
..(, ,. . A . . .

.°inevitably shift Irol'one curriculum area to another. 'What is critical is Eo help the
-

. ) * . e i:'

.

; competent shd talented among theliktb secure positions in the profession they have, -chosen'
,:

.-
, .

and,to make certainthat such a situation is not likely to repeat itatlf.'
.

.. .

. .

Recertification, the result ,of successful qompletionof a formal training,prograd
. t

.1

in'? subject area different'from theonefor which the teacher was originally' trained

and licensed, is one impOrtant Way of retdinini the services of the very best teachers

.

and of filling the Mget critical vacancies. Recertification implies completion of course-
r

work and,of any other local or state req4roments prior to the issuance of a teaching

license in the new field. This process of recertification will be explored, with a
0

particular focus placeupon the, questions of whether it isa responsible and.reason-
...

able way to maim use of existing talent and respond to. the critical need for teachers,
..

particularly,in areas which have,traditioniily demanded rigorous_specialization.. If

recertification is effective, and if the situation which created it is,bound to continue,

it would seenkto lead, almoit.inevitably, to the concept of multi-certification sand to

,/.

a new vision-of what- a ought tblbe.
leA They Board of Education of the City bf New Y

Q training program approximately seven ears.ago when it laid off thousands of elementaryyh AM

k signaled the need for a specific re-
,.

O

0
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school teachers and teachers of subjects like the social studies, while it simultaneous-
.

f 4

ly announced a critical shortage of teachers in mathematics and science. Thus, the larg-

estschool system in the United States announced its intention to give first priority

for job openings to its awn laid off teachers rather than seek,mew recruits formally

and traditionally trained in matheMatics and.science. An obscure law, NeW York State

o°

4

4,aW, Section 2588, "discovered" by'the_Board's.Executive Personnel Director, ethpowered
c ,\ -

theBoard,to-do so through the recertification process. "*Clearly; the Board wesinter-
: .

ested,ih retaining experien6edtenchers,-. AlthoUgh there"was '0A3 initial evidence to sug7
,

.gest that it was searching foer the most able, or best qualified from among those who had

-been laid off.
- .

. . A .

,

The immediite problema recertification might create were quite serious: salaries

might escalate; fewer new teachers would be brought into the system; the wrath of

schools of edu ation was to be incurred as the move madt it more difficult for thed,to
.

. .
'..

,

gain mew recruits; and the profession might take a ynosedive" as it Was accused of anti-

intellectualism and of ignoring the traditional sarictity,of.individual disciplines. ,(In-

terestingly, those education departments which, took theiinitialllead in developing re-

trains115. programs were criticized by other departments of education rather than by the

liberal arts and science departments) Those oollegetiPSnd universities still willing

to respond to the teed have faced a profound'challenge and their responses hold the
. .

potential for creating a new model for teacher training.
pa

In what foll6ws the conceptOf recertification wtlL be exathined tore closely, par-
t.,

,ticularly those questions conCerned,With the kind of teacher the processought to require;

the effects' it is likely to haveon.both baiic care currichlum-and professional edUcation
.

courses; its problematic and controversial aspects; in? its fundamental strer and
f

.weaknesses.A, A model program to train primarily elethentiry School teachers, gpcial ,studies
. .

'teachers df business subjects as high echool mathematics teachers will be presented. -In

,

e
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conclusion questions concerning the wisdom and,'morality of selecting the process of

, recertification 'as theinajor response to th4se problems creatl bi a severely fluctu-,

ating market; the desirability of'treating as' one, layoffs and shortages, that which

some may regard as two distinct problems; and the need td create Other alternatives to

recertification and other answers to the probjem(s) will be addrbssed.
4 ,

r'

One may agree to recertification on the grdunds that it,is expedient at the time,

buZ,if it is to become a process worthy of repetition and,imitation, the following as-

4,

sumptions must be accepted: (1) the idea of teaching is primary and the art of teaching.
'. -. ,

. .
..

sub-

ject

.

particular abilities and characteristics which transcend grade revels and sub-

ject matter; (2) the experience of the teacher is at least as critical as knowled4e

of subject matter; (3) thinking,is a process which can be consciously learned and con-'

sciously improved. Regardless of level or subject, the very good teachers are curious,

eager, imaginative and intelligent; enjoy learning mind performing;, 4re interested in
, 1I

_people; understarid their audiences; display a sense of humor; are aware of ay partici-

pate in the world around them; question established, solutions and responses; and present

themselves as "personalities". At this juncture all that will be adtitted is"that'very

good teachers are Immediately visible and recognizable, Whether they can or ought to

be defined is left to other people to decide on another occasion. Certainly the tenden-

ti

cy to develop a checklist of attributes and characteristics and then rate thenron a

scale of one to five should be resisted; what is not needed ..is simplistic reductionism .

.

or another network of finite "competencies," the successful achievement
%
of whiCh would

signify mastery. It is'the "very good teachers" who are candidates fOr recertification,
_

.
-their exPeaince which ought not to be lost: If a teacher possesses many of these

traits he should be wire valuable to a schOol gyitem .than-anew teacher both because

. . . .-

there has been an opportunity to verify the traits "in'person" and because the teacher
, . ..

. . .

has had the opportunity to practice and apply, to finglYhone, his,rtaIents-.
..

-, , . .
.

.
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Given the presence of "apPrOpriate4traits° and experience, how important is sub-
:

ject matter, or the ability tb-thick'-zin a specific disci1line? Most epistemologists_

maintain that there are objective differences in forms of knowledge and'in an under-, _

standing of the mental processes which are related
.
tb them. Most also recognize the -

possibility of_differeht forms and the inevitable changes which will occur in the ways
a

they will be identified in-future years. What they sometimes disagree on are the cate-

gories to be identified as the specific forms or structures of knowledge. For example,
-1

Marc Belth identifies four structures: poetic (or,aesthetic), historial, scientific and
2

social scientific, while P. H. Hirst recogniies mathematics, physical science, -human

3
/ 4science, philosophy, /morals, history, religidn, and literature and the fine arts) Al-

though thinking is a process which can bp taught and improved,'it is entirely likely
6

that the success of retraining programs will rest, in part, upon a critical selection

of subject matter or disciplines which, in turn, will be based upon the particular episT,

temdlogical - and psychological --positions accepted as correct. Is it in fact true that.

a person trained in chemistry is more likely to be a successfully retrained physicist

than 'one who.had originally trained. in economics, and that the economist is more likely'
.

to succeed as a'chemistry teacher than the person who originally trained( in English
-/,

literature?. Answers to such questions will be dependent, in part, upon the theories

one'hdlds,to be true regarding structure of subject fatter and how people learn.

If it is increasingly likely that a teacher will be required to be competent in more

`. than one discipline, a new look'at what is known about the structure of subject matter
. ,

,, . 0.

', .
,

'o and:.waya tf knowing is required., Thus far, evidehce amassed from ohe specially designed,

. 1
'.

program does ihtlicaterOat certain experienced.teachers who have had little background
. , .

%

Illn a spedific discipiige dan master that'discipline sufficiently in one year of intensive

/ elP4) 1 .

I /4 ,,o
.trainin0o.pais a license examination and teach the appropriate subject matter the sec-4 0 ' .

%. . /
,

and. yeor. 'It_is neCesparyto examine whether this could haye been predictable NI there
'

....
.

. .
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been sufficient time'to "research the Rroblem," and whether, what has been done in this

instadce'is'traneterrabie to otliter similar situations.

When one has agreed to the concept of retraining and the, subsequent development of

.

g specific program, three factors emerge which'are of primaky imporfance:.(1)` the se-
, , .

,

lection of teachera; (2)'the subject matter to be mastered; and (3) the situation in

which the retrained teacher is to be placed. Before a teacher is selected as a candi-
11.

.

date,for retraining, fellowtepehers and supervisors should be interviewed and:classes

he has taught should be'd3ierved. Has this teacher appeared ai'more than "merely.com-
\_ ..-

petent" when viewed against the "criteria" set forth on page four? Is he adaptable in
_ .

new situati86? Is he, eager to remain a teacher? Why? What were his undergraduate.'

interests ?_ What kinds of courses were chosen akelecttves? What disciplines were se-

lected as
1

miporsY What extracurricula events were participated in? Examine the teach -'`

er's grades.apd the pattern of those grades. ,Compare the college transcript to the high

sehool record and-the scores on tests like the Scholastic Achievement Test with grades

achieved in particular courses. Since his first appointment as a teacher, what subjects

and/or grade levels has he taught? What kinds of questions does he ask? What makes

him laugh? What makes him angry? What does he read) Checklists for selectign will not

do, but tools created by psychologists to ascertain'how adults learn and what factors

most influence that learning Would be.helpful. In fact, bystressingthe teacher's need

to know, one inadvertantly underscores the fact that.learning is - or should be - a life-

z

long prOcess, and. makes it more difficult for psycholegiats tb stress one period of ad-

justment and development4-bay early childhogdor adolescence, and,ignord others. (An

. ---. ..-r

interesting side effect of recertification might be the creation of a non dependenc_e uppn ,.----

. .

,the educational Psychologist,and the learning tbeorist,)'

Any considerption of regaining must concern the subject mattet 5p be mastered as
, .

well as the teacher to be selected. Within the dieci1511,4e foi which retraining is re-

v

.



quired, a critical area of knowledge,,its core, that which is most fundamental to it:

even though'it may never be taught in the classroom, must be identified: For example;

4
later today the idea tf the calculus isshown to be the core of mathematics and that

around which an'entire program was developed, despite the fact that most teachers never

teach calculus in high school. It is also important to set the proper level of attain -
?..'.

Tent for the formal period of the retraining program. It might-he that the retrained

teacher will be able to perform certain teaching tasks better than the one who is.in-

experienced although trained in the specific discipline to be taught. Likewise, it

might be unwise and counterproductive to expect him to achieve a level, at the end of
1

a year or two,where he is able to teach college placement'dourses.

The third factor, the situation in which the retrained teacher is placed, is inex-

tricably interwoven with problems related to subject matter` mastery. As a process, re-

certification is likely, although not necessarily, to require less exposure'to subject
)

matter than majoring,in the area would require. A school system which faileeto place

graduates-of a recertification program selectively, and failed to insist'on further study

beyond State Education Department course and credit requirements, would impede the suc-
,

0
cess'of the program. Further,.the system must provide for sophisticated personal, group

and career counseling, and must consider the-need to increase the responsibility given

ta.achool supervisors and administrators and to college personnel, all of whom should

work kith the retrained teachers during their first few years in the new position. Uni-

versities which do not plan programs in cooperation with teachers and administrators,

and who'oirerlook the fact that they will be dealing with experienced pedagogues, inex-

perienced.perienced.in a particular field, ris.g.failure as do school districts which fail to coop-
.

grate with the appropriate state agencies and local union chapters.

Recertification is one particular,response to problehs which have been created by

changing-job markets within the teaching profession, one which permits school systems

to retain their experiented teachers and to secure from among'them teachers for under-

.
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staffed disciplines. One can say, with, the force oflastory as evidence, that job

markets in teaching gill continue to Shift., Recall that as the _result of federal deg-

is/fatioP, bilingual/bicultural teachers have had almost limitless opportunities during

the
l4

ast decadein particular geographical,regions of the United States. Likewise as

the result of federal-legislation,'special educators have their choice of positions dur-

ing the first part of the 1980's. Resulting from a different set of cirCumsbiances, there
71,

has been and remains'a critical shortage of mathematics and physical science teachers.

And now in New York City, a shortage of English, and vocational edUcation teachers has

been announced.

At the other end of.the spectrum, new social studies teachers and guidance counsel-

lors are considered unnecessary at present. The "message" is simple: no.curriculum area

is immune to oversupply or undersupply, and the more areas in which persons can secure,

expertise, themore likely they are to remain teachers. But is this situation wholesome?

Ought it to be encouraged? Beyond its ability to respond quickly to immediate needs

what are the advantages of recertification programs - and, just as important, what a t

their disadvantages?

For a very tired, sagging; defensive profusioncrecertification can lead to .re-

juvenation as it brings aboUt fundamental changes in the ways in which future teachers

A
are trained and licensed. For instance, if the resent situation is ,sound to continue,

why not build the necessary conditions for proper retraining directly into the under-

graduate curriculum? The fact that teachers might be called upon r6 teach subjects as

diverse as English literSture and mathematics seems to be sufficient reason for suppdCt2
_-_

g.
ing the concept of a "liberal education." Perhaps university faculties can even be

V
. ,

forced to look at moreore cogent reasons than those of their own, oversupply iii a given dis-

cipline when attempting to decide what should be required of all students.

The profeitional education segue ce must also be examined. Most simply, educational

psychology courses and methods'courses might be forced to treat adjustment? leadership
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and development through adulthood and to attend to the.learning styles of'all age groups.

Introductory courses might be required tr introduce prospective students to experience

Ir.working with various age levels, and field work courses, including student teaching, might
.

L

insist upon experience at more thantone level and in more thatione subject. Slightly more

difficult to bring about would be fundamental cooperation among thearts and sciences fac-

ulty and professional educators, the kind of cooperation which r4sultp from the fact that
, .

V

each group must employ the knowledge and experience gained through study in the other's,

area. The arts and science faculty would then have to pay
,.

tore attention to why certain
,z.

.

examplAs are selected and how certain ,concepts should be taught, and to the individual

(--
differences existent in a particular class.and the ways in which they should affect the

.

mode of instruction. The "uses" of knowledge might be made clearer and more specific,
o

thereby rendering the product, the student, more willing to invest his time in study.

3

The educator, on the other hand, would be forced to attend tothe knowledge his students

have amassed in other courses 'becau se he would have to use itJ

Recertification can have implications for the development of new core'cwricula,

new professional'education courses, and a new stress on practica.l. activity. It can also
t

.give rise to a different kind of teacher, one who its prepared both to tench atmore than

one level and more than one subject, and to add increasingly to his reportorie so ldng

as he remains in teaching.' In aat, a well trained master elementary school teacher

might becomethe appropriate model for'all teachers: If an elementary school teacher

can be trained to teach" a variety of,dseiplines, why shouldn't the high schodl teacher

be required to specialize in more than one discipline? Andwhy del..we*not ask the
I*/:s

mentary school teacher, who is pattisglarly adept say English literature or history,
..

to teach that subject-at the junior or senior high school level? Where was it written :
/

e

that teachers should be trained.to,work forever with one age group or that certificates

must be granted for grades nursery thrlugh six, or nine through twelve? Why do we permit
-t

3
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high school teachers "to go to sleep" after having amassed the required number of credits

in a given area? And how ilkt-timed was the recent New York State'EducatiOn Department's

ruling that teachers must pursue master's degtees in fields functionally related to their

certificationo area. While most educators applhuded this ruling because of its assumed

consistency (and perhaps because it increased the number of,educetion courses prospective
- . ;.

teachers would be forced to take), they ignored the.fact that it would impede growth in
:0

the directv)n of-"multiFampetence." ,Now,, in tiew York State,- teachers are no longer able,

to. pursue a degree in whatever area "they wish; for example, a mathematics teacher Might

be permitted to study for a degree in physics, but never in English lite?ature. And few.
.

saw the_irony!' RecertifiCation not only calls attention to the need to be more creative
o

,

when considering what teachers can and qtrould study; it helps 0 underscore the related-

ness of knowledge and thus.can help to bridge the external chasm between the sciences

and the humanities or the arts:

Thoughts about the implications of recertification have raised sharp questions a-
.

bout what has beep agsumed'in theory but often ignored in pract1.0.1 namely, that! one

1 .

must major in the appropriate discipline to teach it at the high school level. It might

be time at consider a radical transformation in the way.teachers are certified-lx

censed, a transformation which is foreshadowed by thefact that, in- New York State teach-
.

ers of Reading, Special Edubation, Business subjects and English As a Second Language;

/
are certified for kindergarten through the twelfth grade.. It would seem important to

require teachers for the nineteen nineties to beconversant.,with all major ,disciplines

and specialists in two or three, and to be capable of teaching within their specialize-
,

tions at all grade levels. They might even be required,to change assignments every five.

years and to pursue formal education periodically throughout their lifetimes as teachers.

The _question of whether it is necessary for'teachers to be scholers primarily, to approx-

mate the training of the college professor and, as most prOfesdors do, remove themselves

11
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from the breadth of the many disciplines while seeking specializition within one, must

be raised and debated. The argument made in this paper certainly leads one perilously
A0s6

.

close to proclaiming that experience is at least as important as eypertise, and.that

. -

teaching and scholarship, althodgh still inseparable, ought to receive a different ern-
.

,

I'

phasis then they now do.

I Even if receitification,does not lead to a transformation,.it will undoubtedly, if
0 e

0
t e-,

'taken seriously, alter tfl,ways in which teachers are selected and trained and, by so
.

.

sdoing, force the Tost,sble to-surface in a,time of overabunda.s... This process-has even

\' 0 .
. .

.

,.
. ,

suggested a
-4-

solution to a problem educators have' wrestled with for the entirp Century
4 , 1

t \

t of rewa ;d and advancement forsthe practitioner. The toncept of merit does not real-
.

exist in teaching and certainly seems tO'bb anathema to,most Union positions.. Advance-

nt presently require the exchange of roles, that of teacher for supervisor or admin-
- .

strafoi...If teach
r. .

ange grad a.level

. A
*romotiorwithin

ers who were trained in more than,one area and who were willing to
.r

.

.

d wi
.

$

, 3

the prefession;'perhaps the profession might attract its share of
.,.....,

aSsighwents were rewarde'th both salary and reCignition, with

. /

t e "gifted 'population" after ll!-- It is intergsting to note the similarities in posi-

.
,

.
, _

.

ni taken by Alvin Toffler in The Third Wave, and some of the requirements recertifi- .

.

.

on calls fer,,,loffier describes a society in which work becomes less fragmented

ti

.

ca

Snd-
0

,fre4
I

.
.

the "new wojker" is requirdd to perform somewhat larger tasks, to cope with more
. . .

C

4

. 4 ,

-
, ,

,
.

.

ent changes in his teaks and witlea sUecessiorrof reorganizations.

What Third Wave employers increasingly need, therefore, are men and '

women who accept responsibility, who 'understand howtheir'work dove-
tails-with.others', whb can handle larger tasks, who adopt swiftly.
to changed circumstances and are sensitiotlytuned in to the people

e around them.5 1"

' .

Recertification has still ether.spin-off benefits., In ceri.aivegions, urban re-

gions in particular, it helps maintain the services of minorities Itilo-aften were among

the last,groupgrdred And, thus, would be the first to be fired. It'create epportuni-

1 r,
.,;.;
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ties for,"mid-career rejuvenation" and is also a means of promqing continuing education

among,teachers.
A

for schools of education it holds the promise of an organic role In in-

service education and introduces the possibility of viewing ped'gogy as a ,digcipline.

Most important, recertification can open new vistas.
"

It arose as a response to im-

mediate problems, but demographic, social and economic data indicate that the contitions

which engendered it will continue. .1f this is the case, it makeslittle sense to stop"

witti retraining for recertification; rather, dual or multi-certification programs ini-

tiated at the undergraduate, pre-service levell'must be developed. In fact, most of

what has been argued here would have little relevance if not for the need to preplan

conditions most likely to insure flexibility, adaptability, and ability In more than

one area.

Despite the strengths of recertification, certain problems and weaknesses do exist

and must be recognized; and many questions remain to be answered, as ds the need to

evoke a new round of questions.. It can still be argued, despite the positiontaken
0

here that a process which requires less exposure to subject matter thaAkmajoring in

the field would demand is anti - intellectual and may not produce the preferred level of
Y.

competence. The fact that a teacher's experience is held to be as important as his

. knowledge of subject'matter can also be questioned and, depending upon the course and

the level at which it is taught, can be a very damaging argument. It can also be ar-

'gued that a,cammitment to recertification will severely impede the recruitment of new

teachers. Then, too, one might want to question whether the problem of,scarcity in

certain diseiplinr ought to bei Or must necessarily be, tied to the problem of over-,

supply and layoffs in other disciplines.

Before one decides to jump on another bandwagon, as many educators too ofEen Lem

toohappy to do,'it is necessary to reflect on recertification - and also on multi-

i3
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certification to examine the evidence available for existing recertification programs--

and to research areas which bear on recertifidation. For example, attention must be

focused upon: the compatability,of disciplines; characteristic traits of terCheis whiCh ---

are most likely to result in success; a comparative study of how different age groups

learn; and the kind of core curriculum which helps develop a student's ability to teach

.successfully in various disciplines. Lastly, other ways of addressing the problems

created by simultaneous oversupply and undersupply and teacher layoffs should be con-

sidered.
6

et,

a
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